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About This Game

GUIDE

It’s a Tile-matching video game. The attractive photos are covered by blocks which are locked by magic ball with four
colors. The magic ball list show the combinations available to unlock the block.

Align 3 balls which of same color and same star-level in a row to get a higher star-level ball of the same color.

ABOUT THIS GAME

Four-Color Fantasy is an indie X-rated Game. The arts and music clip are unoriginal.
The game including 30 levels, 60 achievements. Playable and enjoyable.

Surprise

code: sonlovesthis
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Title: Four-color Fantasy
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
YEMA GAME
Publisher:
YEMA GAME
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2 Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: graphics card supporting DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Simplified Chinese
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four color fantasy rancho cucamonga. four color fantasy winchester va. four color fantasy comics. four color to fantasy. four
color fantasy. four color fantasy comic winchester va

I enjoyed playing this good atmasphere I recommend it.. My favorite roguelike! Extremely replayable, memorable music (by
Grant Kirkhope!!), and the best roguelike progression system that never feels like a grind.. I've always been a sucker for flash
games and I'll be one of many to admit that I played this on Kongregate before discovering it was also on Steam, but with a little
more to offer. Is the game play varied? Certainly not. You click a monster, watch your character and the monster take turns
poking each other, and someone dies. But a game doesn't need complexity to be fun. This is indeed not a game I could log
hundreds and hundreds of hours in like Fallout or Skyrim, but it's addicting. If for an hour or two I need something to do, I
crawl around little pixeled dungeons with adorable monsters, beautiful music, and easy to understand, yet addicting gameplay.
You get more than what you pay for with this game.. This game is hitting my soft spot. Very storyline driven, the cutscenes are
everywhere but I like it. It is IMMERSIVE. I finished the game with a tad of sadness. Combat system is good with flashy
moves. The game have platform jumping, maze exploration, quiz, riddles, home base, card game with NPC etc. Great stories,
lots of side quests to complement the main quest, cute Easter Egg. BGM and voice actors are great but the emotionless
symmetrical face spoiled the immersion. Luckily I understand Mandarin. Give it a go if you understand Mandarin and get
yourself the cheat just to enjoy the story. This is a great story and good game.

More info:
The game must be connected to the server. I didn't face any server disconnection issue, probably because I play it in China. Files
are saved in chapter format. You have only 1 manual save slot, so use it wisely.. (I reccomend you read this one first)
Opposing force is very similar to Half-Life, and has you facing a different, but similar group of alien's, as well as some that we
have seen from Half-Life. You play as one of the military soldiers that enters Black Mesa, but the twist is that you were never
told what you are doing there. There is even a part where you can kill a soldier to save a scientist and get some armor. It
introduces new mechanics such as rope climbing, and new puzzles as well. I highly reccomend this game. There are only a few
downsides to this game that I did not find in other games. The first is that, despite the training room and the story making you
feel like a soldier, and that in Half-Life, you see soldiers everywhere, here you don't see many soldiers that you actually take
into combat until about the second half of the game. Even then, you don't work with nearly the amount you fight at once in Half-
Life. They also feel the need to put in black-op's soldiers to fight, which I feel is unnecessary (I mean, they have a soldier-like
enemy in every HL and HL2 game. I'm more interested in fighting aliens) but it fits. However, I do not understand why you
encounter more Black Ops than your own soldiers. The only other negative side to this game is that the boss fight is way easier
than it is in Half-Life, for reasons I will not share here. I Still reccomend playing through it though, as the positives outweigh the
negatives.
. I was unable to play this, so I had to make a refund. The start menu was all messed up (start new game, graphics, sound section
was almost over eachother), and when I got into the game and started clicking on items the game freezed\/crashed, even esc
button wouldn`t work to quit the game. I had to use the windows button to close the game. I tried several times restarting the
game, but the problem still occured. It might be a decent game, but it surely has some mechanical problems, so it could be a
risky game to buy.. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized and
extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews\/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Ridiculous arcade jetpack arena shooter with fun pixel art. There is a squid-alien character who's people
"resolve all conflicts with love-making." Video games could cure the world's problems...
. Having avoided Telltale Games from my own misguided attempt at TWD - and an apparently inaccurate impression that these
types of games just weren't for me - I can admit that I am rather late to the raining-stars-review party of Tales from the
Borderlands... luckily. Luckily because on a dreary Sunday I binge played all six episodes - something I didn't bother to look to
see if other reviewers had done - and was delightfully sucked in to the well-known and slightly unhinged universe of
Borderlands.

You play as one of two main protagonists: Rhys, a Hyperion employee who may have a slight fandom obsession with Handsome
Jack; and Fiona, a quick-witted hustler who should really reconsider her hat choices. There is a full line-up of well-rounded, yet
sometimes archetypal characters and a few fan-favs from the series making their own memorable appearances.

As with all Telltale Games, choices matter and decisions have consequences. Yet during your sometimes rather eyebrow-raising
adventure, it is impossible not to feel connected with the characters. They're all so well written. In fact, this is the greatest
strength of the game: the writing. Each character just fits: their scripts fit, their delivery is spot on and the voice acting is top-
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notch – also, I have to mention Kronk is unmistakably there (If you don't know Kronk, I'm sorry.). I laughed real laughs - not
just half-amused nostril flaring - and I was deeply somber at times. This is a true testament to the richness of the writing. Being
able to stay true not only to the off-the-wall world of Borderlands, but also to allow the audience to become engrossed
emotionally in the storytelling. Some people may complain - oddly enough - about the lack of action in an episodic game but I
can say at times I had to be reminded that I was actually supposed to be playing rather than only watching and enjoying - I can
also admit that I may have died a few times from my delayed response time.

How to end such a rave review? Perhaps with a TL;DR: The art, the wit, the charm... real lols from arguably superb banter, and
a fantastic soundtrack - it's all there in spades. Telltale Games has successfully adapted one of the most beloved worlds, keeping
all of the facets that have made Borderlands such an amazing series, and have combined it with their own unique brand of
storytelling. All the stars for this one.
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Bejeweled 1, what a classic...like, really classic.

Classic as in no hypercubes, no flame gems, no extra modes (Action's just a time limit, doesn't change much). No offence, but if
you've been living in the biggest rock ever and you're new to match-3 games, you should probably just skip to Bejeweled 3. Not
to say Bejeweld 1 is bad, it's pretty good and nostalgic, especially its music, but nowadays it's just... Meh. If you're a big Popcap
fan like me, go ahead and get this or wait for a huge sale.. Some people would consider this a MegaMan clone. It seems any
platformer with a gun is considered a MegaMan clone.
A.R.E.S. stands on its own very well though. With each enemy kill, you can "recycle" parts from the enemy and use them to
heal yourself or upgrade your weapons. Of course, they do reference their own closeness to MegaMan by having a walkway
before the bosses similar to the famous boss hall in all of the MegaMan games.
The 2.5D graphics are great, the controls are fun, the design is great and the story intrigues me. If you like MegaMan or any
other gun driven platformer, definitely pick this up. It is well worth the price point.. Very great game so many hours to use up in
it and over 236 achivements the game reminds me of many elements from the original Final Fantasy such as creating everyone
in your party and then farming gold for equipment and skills would play several playthroughs of this game many times cause i
love the style of the game if you like old school classic JRPGS give this a try now. story:6.5\/10
character:9\/10
CG:7\/10
system:8\/10
bgm and music:7\/10
at all:7\/10
i think threres some place that can skip such as yuuko got heart disease,it is possible to end after the two girls fix their problem.
i don't really recommend people to play this game but its cheap so you can try it if u have lots of time.. Im a big fan of jump
scare games. I like to look for indie games in that genre and play them by myself for fun. Surprisingly, this game was really
good for $1. I was laughing at how hard I jumped on some of the scares. Ive never played a game like this one but im a huge fan
of it. Whoever made it, you did a great job and I had a really good time playing it. Thank you!. I can see what the devs were
aiming for, with this, but they missed. The controls are clumsy, the mechanics are unintuitive and poorly explained, and the
game is in bad need of a real tutorial. I love any game where you can design your own spaceships, but I found the outcome to
rarely ever be satisfying.

Ships never seem to do what you want them to, for one thing. I spent an hour building a fleet of gun corvettes, sent them into
enemy space, and watched half of them die without ever firing a shot. I would assign units to system defense, only to watch
them ignore enemies and fly off to far-flung regions of space to orbit empty planets. I would tell units to return to base to
resupply, to have them (strangely) fly back and forth between two planets, and refuse new orders. One time, a bunch of ships
decided to forgo FTL, and fly between two stars the long way.

Macromanagement in this game is just flat out awful, when it works at all. I wouldn't mind that, so much, if they were going for
a turn-based thing, because I would have time to tell each ship exactly what I wanted them to do, but since theyre going for
REAL-TIME, you need those tools to work right. About the only thing that seemed to work well, was the transport ships moving
supplies around, but since I could never figure out how to make my planets populations grow, I wasn't able to do much with that.
Then, right before I quit, I noticed a bunch of my transports that HAD been doing fine all game were just hanging out around
my capital like they had given up, or something.

Anyways, from what I hear the devs abandoned this game to make a sequel, so I don't see any reason why someone would ever
want to pick this up, again. It is broken and always will be, and a newer version exists (though I don't know if I would risk
buying it, after seeing this). The only reason I played this in 2019, was because it had been sitting in my library for years, and I
was bored.

Oh, and it's buggy all over and crashes a lot.

What's Next for Stronghold?:

New Stronghold Reveal in 2018. Stronghold Next Q&A (Part 4):

Economic gameplay, invasions, dev diaries and demos!.  Stronghold Summer Sale:
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Get Up to 90% Off Stronghold!. Stronghold Next Interview:

Lead Coder Talks Stronghold @ PAX East. New Language Support:

Russian and Chinese Now Available!. Butterfly�� couple City Game Studio NAMELESS 通关算我输/Woods Looting/丛林掠夺
Apocalypse Cow CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ Deathsmiles Divine Business: Fantasy Trading Simulator Keyhole Spy: Hot
Nurses Princess Isabella: The Rise of an Heir Escape Legacy: Ancient Scrolls Stronghold HD Stronghold at E3 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjGMt9b3ats
The biggest gaming show in the world is soon upon us and Firefly Studios will be revealing the next Stronghold game in June at
E3 2019. Check out our final Stronghold update before the show to learn how Nick and company will be unveiling our brand
new RTS. Just to tide players over we also reveal a whole host of new information regarding the reveal itself, our post-E3 plans
and when you'll be able to get your hands on the game!

With the help of a bunch of white cards with poorly written notes on them Nick explains among other things how you can get
your hands on exclusive Firefly merchandise. Find out where we'll be taking our Stronghold Next demo, when you can wishlist
the game and whether we've left any clues as to the setting...

If you find this final Stronghold Next update just isn't enough to fulfil your strategy gamer curiosity then check out our full
playlist below. Featuring Q&A's, interviews, developer updates and all the behind-the-scenes goods you could hope for related
to our next entry in the 'castle sim' series.

Want more?

1. Be the first to see our full Stronghold Next gameplay reveal by subscribing to Firefly Studios on YouTube.

2. Check out our Stronghold Next playlist, which we'll be updating with new videos in the coming weeks and months.

. Stronghold Next News:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7O_5HqU_fc
Following our extensive Mega Q&A series we’re rounding off the year with a full development update for Stronghold Next!
We dive into the production, programming, art and design of Next in our first ever dev diary for the upcoming castle sim.
Watch as four Stronghold developers provide a snapshot of where we’re at in terms of production, as well as revealing brand
new details about the game!

Player feedback is already a huge part of the development for Next and in our end of year update we go into specifics. We’re
improving castle walls, adding classic castle life features, a more cinematic single player campaign and more. In addition the
team are planning technical improvements including staged destruction for your castle, better textures and of course all-new
units with fresh animations.

Want more?

1. Be the first to see our full Stronghold Next gameplay reveal by subscribing to Firefly Studios on YouTube.

2. Check out our Stronghold Next playlist, which we'll be updating with new videos in the coming weeks and months.

. Firefly in 2019:

Stronghold Next & New Project!. Stronghold Showcase - Episode 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0F7W-JO9To
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This week we're back with another episode of the Stronghold Showcase! This new series sees us highlighting hidden gems
from Steam Workshop, Stronghold Heaven and other Stronghold fan sites giving new life to classic titles. Whether you're
seeking a fresh Crusader skirmish map on which to battle friends or a brand new siege scenario to test your mettle in Stronghold
we have you covered!

Selecting maps from Firefly Studio's legacy titles with active map making communities and easy access via Steam Workshop or
Stronghold Heaven, Aaron showcases a series of awesome custom maps to dig your teeth into until Stronghold Next surfaces:

- ORDER 69[scheffelhold.userboard.org]
- FOOTBALL FIELD[stronghold.heavengames.com]
- LORD OF THE ISLES
- SCANDENAVIA
- FLOWER

Do you have a multiplayer battlefield, siege scenario or cosmetic map you think deserves to be in a future episode? Comment
and let us know! We’re constantly on the lookout for cool fan-created content and love spotlighting lesser-known creations that
go under the radar.. Stronghold Showcase - Episode 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrxIbz0CqYw
Recently we debuted a brand new video series suggested by you – the players! Introducing the ‘Stronghold Showcase‘ where we
flaunt five awesome user-created maps from our five of our favorite Stronghold games. Each episode’s collection of community
gems is available to download immediately either via the game’s Steam Workshop page or on Stronghold fan site Stronghold
Heaven.
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So while you patiently wait for more Stronghold Next info and gameplay, why not dip into our legacy titles with Aaron’s cherry
picked array of sieges, skirmishes and economic scenarios? Watch as we take you from the realms of Legends to the lush green
fields of Stronghold 2 and the deserts of the Crusader series!
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